
This paper examines the parallels between Paul Bowles’ 1949 story “Doña Faustina” and Poe’s famous “The Fall of the House of Usher,” a relationship heretofore overlooked in spite of Poe’s widely-acknowledged influence on Bowles. After exploring Poe’s attitude toward the science of his day, the paper limns a more skeptical stance in Bowles, seeking the implications of their differing worldviews in the two stories’ contrasting approaches to the paranormal.


This paper explores the motivation of the narrator of Poe’s famous story to tell his tale, and then asks the same question of an award-winning short work by Paul Bowles that seems an unmistakable descendant of “The Cask.” Inspired partly by fact and featuring characters based on Bowles and his parents, “In the Red Room” is also a complex tribute to the author’s progenitors in life—for his mother read him the tales of Poe at his childhood bedtime—and art.


In this paper, by focusing on the process of the creation of “The Mystery of Marie Rogêt” and comparing the story with “The Murders in the Rue Morgue,” I will discuss Dupin’s reading of the illegible modern city and suggest that Poe’s detective fiction, especially “The Mystery of Marie Rogêt,” reflects his struggle with the alterity of the illegible urban city. I will also elucidate that “The Mystery of Marie Rogêt” represents intellectuals trapped in the vortex of the media as an epistemological frame.

This paper points out Poe’s own translation ‘theory’ and method in his review of the English translation of Eugène Sue’s *Les mystères de Paris* and, on such grounds, analyzes the translatability and untranslatability of the literary style of Poe’s tales, especially his “arabesque” style, into French and Japanese.


This book examines the interaction between translation and creative writing in modern Japan—especially in the Taishō/early-Shōwa (modernism) and postwar periods—from a comparative literature perspective. Chapter two discusses the translation of Poe’s tales by Taishō novelists (Jun’ichirō Tanizaki and Haruo Satō) and demonstrates Poe’s influence on their own works.


Poe shares strong interest in the rich artistic potential of the Daguerreotype with Hawthorne. Hawthorne describes the Daguerreotype novel and the daguerreotypist, Holgrave in *The House of Seven Gables*, while Poe originates the all-seeing vision of Dupin based on the technique of the Daguerreotype, as sun light describer.


This paper focuses on the essential function of water in Poe’s poetry from the earliest masterpiece “The Lake,” through “The Sleeper,” to “The City in the Sea” and “The Dreamland.” The American Dream of a City upon a Hill is transformed into a hellish city in the far Dead Sea, under water.


This paper focuses on the crucial role of “The Confessions of Nat Turner” as a literary document of an alternative American Renaissance, and also explores the imaginative and specific political sense of place of the Great Dismal Swamp in *Dred* by Stowe and Poe’s
works, including “Hop Frog.” Hop Frog is a kind of heroic and global slave formed under the influence of Turner’s “Confessions.”


This paper discusses Poe’s significant position in the ghost story genre among many American Literary works. Considering his Gothic mother, Elizabeth Poe as an origin and archetype of Poe’s brides, Morella, Ligeia, and Eleonora, Itoh argues that these women all have their places usurped by the protagonists’ second brides.


The twenty papers in this anthology consider and analyze the dynamic process of construction and deconstruction of national narratives into counter narratives in the various imaginative spaces in American literature. Itoh analyses Poe’s animal representation in “The Black Cat” “The Raven,” and in *PYM* as Gothic nature which combines the human and nonhuman as one entity of postnature/posthuman.


This paper demonstrates how Poe’s sense of the Gothic influenced William Falkner’s work, especially in the house and window setting in *Absalom, Absalom!* , paying specific attention to the theatrical and auditory associations with many gothic windows in both authors.


Melville and Poe’s revisions of history and time have placed them in the margins of conventional literary history but have also made them models for later Western and Japanese writers with the same penchants for subversion.

This paper analyzes the “rational irrationalism” in Poe’s works. While accepting how Poe incorporates phrenology, particularly the analytical faculty of phrenological theory, to apply reason to sensational themes, as David S. Reynolds argues, the author tries to focus on the irrational side of phrenology and of Poe’s detective stories.

This paper demonstrates Poe’s indirect use of mesmerism in the form of music and atmosphere in “The Fall of the House of Usher.” It also examines how the mesmeric idea of the suspension of a patient’s will is connected to the act of reading and the darkness of romantic unification with others.

Why do balloons and newspapers always appear simultaneously in Poe’s stories? This essay explores Poe’s stories of balloon flights such as “The Balloon Hoax” and “The Unparalleled Adventure of One Hans Pfaff” in relation to Poe’s own struggle to survive in the “puffing” system of the literary world.

This book explores the representations of fear in American Horror Films, demonstrating how “the Power of Blackness” in Poe’s tales foreshadows horror’s racialized imagery and narratives, from John Ford’s *Stagecoach* through George A. Romero’s *Night of the Living Dead* to Ridley Scott’s *Alien*.

This paper examines the discourse of slavery and images of apes in American fiction, focusing on the relationship between Poe’s ‘The Murders in the Rue Morgue’ and Merian
C. Cooper’s King Kong.


In view of the establishment of the F.O. Matthiessen Professorship at Harvard University, the author radically envisions the potentiality of an American Renaissance in the 21st century.

This is a contribution to the special “American Ghost Story” issue of the ghost story magazine Yu ("Yu" means "the ghostly" in Japanese).

Though originally written for the author's own NHK radio program on Poe on air in the spring of 2012 (from April 5th through June 28th, 2012), here the author updates the theoretical framework of his Ph.D. dissertation Disfiguration of Genres (Cornell University, 1987). 156 pp.

This is a summary of a presentation at the annual Conference of Poe Japan on September 17, 2011, and argues about what has made Edgar A. Poe's imagination into the modern films, how they have been beautifully and "magically" achieved, and why Poe's plots are still so important in the cinematographs of the twenty-first century.
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